Ventrolateral and dorsomedial frontal cortex lesions impair mnemonic context retrieval
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The prefrontal cortex appears to contribute to the mnemonic retrieval of the context within which stimuli are experienced, but only under certain conditions that remain to be clarified. Patients with lesions to the frontal cortex, the temporal lobe and neurologically intact individuals were tested for context memory retrieval when verbal stimuli (words) had been experienced across multiple (unstable context condition) or unique (stable context condition) contexts; basic recognition memory of these words-in-contexts was also tested. Patients with lesions to the right ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) were impaired on context retrieval only when the words had been seen in multiple contexts, demonstrating that this prefrontal region is critical for active retrieval processing necessary to disambiguate memory items embedded across multiple contexts. Patients with lesions to the left dorsomedial prefrontal region were impaired on both context retrieval conditions, regardless of the stability of the stimulus-to-context associations. Conversely, prefrontal lesions sparing the ventrolateral and dorsomedial regions did not impair context retrieval. Only patients with temporal lobe excisions were impaired on basic recognition memory. The results demonstrate a basic contribution of the left dorsomedial frontal region to mnemonic context retrieval, with the VLPFC engaged, selectively, when contextual relations are unstable and require disambiguation.

1. Introduction

There is consensus on the essential involvement of medial temporal lobe structures, such as the hippocampus and parahippocampal cortex, in various aspects of declarative memory, including context retrieval [1–5]. By contrast, the contribution of the frontal cortex in mnemonic context retrieval remains a matter of debate. There is functional neuroimaging and electrophysiological evidence for greater prefrontal cortex activation during the retrieval of the contextual information associated with an event compared with retrieval of the event itself [6–8]. Similarly, impairment in memory for source (i.e. context) but not for item has been reported following large frontal lesions [9–12], suggesting a critical role of the prefrontal cortex in context retrieval. However, source memory impairments have not always been reported in patients with lesions clearly restricted to the prefrontal cortex [13,14], raising the question of the precise conditions under which context retrieval depends on different parts of the large and anatomically heterogeneous prefrontal cortex.

It is often argued that the contribution of the prefrontal cortex in memory is indirect in the sense that it reflects various control processes that may be critical for memory retrieval under particular circumstances [15–19]. Specifically, it has been argued that the ventrolateral prefrontal region (areas 45 and 47/12) is critical for active controlled retrieval that would become increasingly important when stimuli are linked to multiple contexts with equal probability creating ambiguous relations between items and their contexts [15,16]. By contrast, the ventrolateral prefrontal region would not be necessary for mnemonic context retrieval that can be based on strong and stable stimulus-to-context relations.
bilateral frontal cortical excision of a tumour in the supplementary motor area (SMA). Of the 12 patients with left-sided frontal lesions, 10 had undergone neurosurgery for the resection of a tumour and one for the removal of epileptogenic tissue, and one patient had sustained a stroke. All surgical removals spared the precentral motor cortex, except for one patient (Patient F005). The patient with a stroke (Patient F024) sustained damage in Broca’s region in the left hemisphere but was free of aphasiasymptoms at the time of testing.

Seven of the 10 patients in the right frontal group had undergone resection of a cerebral tumour and two of epileptogenic tissue; one patient had a stroke. The left- and right-sided frontal lesions are shown in electronic supplementary material figures S1 and S2, respectively. The anatomical data were not available for four patients (F015, F022, F023 and F029), but we had confirmation from the neurosurgeon that the lesions were restricted to the frontal cortex. Patient F023 had a left-sided lesion and patients F015, F022 and F029 had right-sided lesions. The operation report for patient F015 specifies that she underwent a corticectomy of the mid-SMA on the medial aspect of the superior frontal gyrus, extending 4 cm in the rostral–caudal axis and 2.5 cm in the dorsal–ventral axis.

2. Material and methods

(a) Subjects

(i) Patients

Forty-three patients with circumscribed brain lesions were included in the study and divided into two groups: 23 patients with lesions to the frontal cortex and 20 patients with lesions in the temporal lobe. Patients were tested from six months to an average of 4.00 years (s.d. ¼ 2.63) for the patients with frontal lesions and 6.89 years (s.d. ¼ 1.52) for the patients with temporal lesions. The frontal and temporal groups did not differ in terms of time elapsed since surgery (t41 ¼ 1.523, p ¼ 0.14). None of the patients had comorbid neurological or psychiatric disorders.

(ii) Frontal group

Patients included in the frontal group had damage restricted to the frontal cortex and no more than the immediately subjacent white matter. It consisted of 12 patients with lesions in the left hemisphere, 10 in the right hemisphere and one with a small

[15,16]. Thus, the engagement of the prefrontal cortex in context/source retrieval is not obligatory and the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) becomes necessary as ambiguity in item-to-context relations increases. This specific hypothesis was tested with functional neuroimaging, and evidence was provided for selective increases in activity in the VLPFC when human subjects were retrieving specific stimulus features that had occurred in association with multiple contexts [20–23], but direct evidence of the critical involvement of an area in such retrieval, which can only be provided by lesion studies, is not available.

There is, however, evidence that lesions that involve the ventrolateral region of the frontal cortex in the left hemisphere impair the retrieval of semantic information under conditions of high selection competition demands [24–26]. There is also functional neuroimaging evidence of the involvement of the left ventrolateral prefrontal region in verbal recall under conditions that require selective verbal retrieval, such as the free recall of words that appeared within particular contexts (lists) [27] and verbal fluency, which can be viewed as a form of selective verbal retrieval [28,29]. Another frontal region that has been implicated in verbal fluency is the left dorsomedial prefrontal region [30–32], raising the question whether this region may also be involved in the retrieval of stimulus-to-context relations.

This study tested the above predictions by examining the performance of patients with damage to the frontal cortex on three memory retrieval conditions, in which the level of ambiguity between stimulus items and their contexts was manipulated by varying the probability with which a stimulus (word) and a context (background) appeared in relation to one another [20–23]. Performance of patients with lesions to the frontal cortex was compared with that of patients with temporal lobe lesions that had involved the hippocampus and para-hippocampal cortex, as well as healthy control subjects. It was predicted that patients with lesions invading the ventrolateral prefrontal region would perform normally in context retrieval if stimuli and their contexts were stably associated with each other, but that these patients would be impaired if stimuli were linked to multiple contexts and, thus, requiring top-down control to retrieve the relevant stimulus-to-context links.

(iii) Temporal group

This group comprised 12 patients with left-sided lesions and eight with right-sided lesions. The left temporal group included three patients who had surgery for the relief of epilepsy, eight who had tumour resection and one who had a stroke. The three surgical removals of epileptogenic tissue consisted of either a selective amygdalo-hippocampectomy (n ¼ 2) in which these two structures are resected with the surrounding cortex, or an anterior temporal lobectomy (n ¼ 1) that also included the amygdala and the anterior part of the hippocampus. Of the eight tumour resections, two were standard anterior temporal lobectomies. Three tumour patients underwent selective amygdalo-hippocampectomy, with the additional excision of the middle temporal gyrus in one case. One tumour resection involved the posterior third of the inferior temporal gyrus, with slight extension on the middle temporal gyrus and the white matter underlying the cortical excision. The anatomical data for the remaining two temporal tumour excisions and for the only patient with a stroke were not available, but there was confirmation from the neurosurgeon or neurologist that the lesions were restricted to the temporal lobe.

The right temporal group included five patients with tumour removal whose anatomical data were not available.

(iv) Healthy control participants

Twenty-three healthy control subjects were also tested. They were neurologically intact individuals with no history of traumatic brain injury or any neurological or psychiatric disorder. They were matched as closely as possible with the two patient groups for age and education.

Only participants (patients and healthy subjects) with a full-scale Wechsler IQ score above 79 were included in the study. There was no significant difference between the three groups for mean age (F2,63 ¼ 0.342, p ¼ 0.71), years of education (F2,63 ¼ 0.284, p ¼ 0.75) and IQ (F2,61 ¼ 1.200, p ¼ 0.31). All patients and participants were right-handed, with the exception of two left-handed patients with frontal lesions (Patients F015 and F018), one ambidextrous patient with temporal lesion (Patient T003) and two left-handed control participants. Characteristics of the participant groups are presented in table 1.

(b) Experimental design

The logic of the experimental design was as follows. Individual words (i.e. items) were to be presented on particular abstract
Table 1. Characteristics of participant groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>group</th>
<th>gender</th>
<th>age (mean, s.d.)</th>
<th>education (mean, s.d.)</th>
<th>time since surgery (years) (mean, s.d.)</th>
<th>Wechsler IQ (mean, s.d.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>frontal</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>48.83 (9.47)</td>
<td>15.48 (3.33)</td>
<td>4.00 (4.29)</td>
<td>110.41 (13.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>51.50 (8.76)</td>
<td>14.80 (3.26)</td>
<td>4.17 (4.63)</td>
<td>107.00 (17.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bilateral</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>54 (–)</td>
<td>19 (–)</td>
<td>11.92 (–)</td>
<td>121 (–)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temporal</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>46.75 (11.34)</td>
<td>14.85 (2.37)</td>
<td>6.89 (7.85)</td>
<td>107.00 (11.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>44.42 (11.70)</td>
<td>15.5 (2.24)</td>
<td>5.69 (6.36)</td>
<td>107.73 (13.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>50.25 (10.50)</td>
<td>13.88 (2.36)</td>
<td>8.68 (9.88)</td>
<td>106.00 (8.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>control</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>49.35 (11.44)</td>
<td>15.39 (2.92)</td>
<td></td>
<td>113.04 (12.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

coloured rectangles (i.e. contexts). Participants were required to recall the words in their contexts. There were three retrieval conditions. In the control recognition memory condition, a series of these words-in-contexts were to be presented and, later, during memory testing, the subjects would be required to recognize these words in their contexts (targets) when paired with new words in new contexts (distractors).

This basic control recognition memory condition provides the background against which to assess specific memory retrieval of the context in which words had been experienced. It was expected that lateral frontal lesions, unlike medial temporal lobe lesions, would not impair basic recognition memory. Two context memory retrieval conditions were designed in order to test the specific hypothesis that the ventrolateral prefrontal region is necessary to retrieve the context of items if the items and their contexts are not strongly associated with each (e.g. when items have been experienced under multiple contexts with equal frequency), but it is not necessary if the items and their contexts are strongly associated with each other (e.g. unique item-to-context relations).

In the stable context retrieval condition, subjects experienced words in unique contexts (as in the control condition), but in the unstable context retrieval condition words were experienced under multiple backgrounds with equal frequency and thus there were no strong item-to-context associations to support retrieval of the context of a word from memory.

Since the basic recognition memory control condition would be expected to be the easiest one, pilot research was carried out with normal subjects to increase its difficulty to levels close to those of the other context retrieval conditions by increasing the delay between the presentation of the stimuli and memory testing. Based on this pilot research, a delay of approximately 7 min in the recognition memory condition was determined to lead to a level of performance close to that of the other two retrieval conditions in which the delays were within 2–4.5 s. Thus, the difficulty of the control recognition memory condition emanated from the retrieval of the context of a word from memory.

(c) Experimental material

The stimuli were words appearing on particular coloured abstract backgrounds, here referred to as the contexts (figure 1). A total of 147 words each one appearing within one of 147 backgrounds were used in this experiment. The words were all emotionally neutral nouns balanced for frequency and imageability. The mean word frequency count [33] was 44.59 (s.d.: 47.60) for the recognition memory condition, 31.05 (s.d.: 33.77) for the stable context retrieval condition and 42.83 (s.d.: 56.64) for the unstable context retrieval condition ($F_{2,144} = 1.143, p = 0.32$). The mean imageability rating [34] was 586.17 (s.d.: 14.92) for the recognition memory condition, 592.95 (s.d.: 26.40) for the stable context retrieval condition and 586.00 (s.d.: 27.63) for the unstable context retrieval condition ($F_{2,144} = 0.780, p = 0.46$). The words were written in black on 72-point Arial font on a white background and each word was placed in the centre of a coloured abstract 15 × 10 cm rectangular context (figure 1). The rectangular contexts were abstract non-verbal coloured designs created for the purpose of this experiment using Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop. It has been demonstrated that semantic similarity, even between pictures and words [35], exerts an interfering influence on retrieval, as concepts compete with one another [36]. Because we wanted no pre-existing relationships (i.e. no potential conceptual interference) between words and backgrounds in order to manipulate experimentally the level of ambiguity between them, neutral abstract backgrounds were used. These word-in-context stimuli were presented on a laptop computer screen with E-prime (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.), a specialized psychology program for stimulus presentation and data collection.

(d) Procedure

Testing on the experiment was preceded by a practice session during which instructions were presented on the screen and read to the participants, with examples of the stimuli. The subjects completed a few practice trials before the beginning of the testing session in order to familiarize themselves with the task and to make sure they understood and could perform it properly.

Each condition comprised different trials all of which included an encoding phase, a delay and a retrieval testing phase (figure 1). The experimental session started with the encoding phase of the recognition memory condition. For the recognition memory condition, there were two testing parts, each one consisting of the presentation of 24 word-in-context stimuli. Thus, a total of 48 stimuli were presented for encoding and 48 pairs of stimuli (target and distractor) for retrieval. In each part, 24 word-in-context stimuli were presented in a random order for 2000 ms each with an interstimulus interval of 1000 ms. Patients were instructed to memorize these stimuli. When all 24 word-in-context stimuli had been presented, a delay of approx. 7 min (mean: 7 min 34 s, s.d.: 47 s) was interposed between the presentation of the stimuli (encoding phase) and the presentation of the testing stimuli (retrieval testing phase). During this long delay, half of the trials from the stable and half of the trials from the unstable context retrieval conditions were administered in a counterbalanced order (see below). The second
part of the recognition memory condition was then administered with the other half of unstable and stable context retrieval conditions administered during the approximate 7 min delay of the recognition memory condition.

At the end of the approximate 7 min delay of each part of the recognition memory condition, participants saw pairs of word-in-context stimuli on the screen, one on the left and one on the right (figure 1a). One of the stimuli had been presented in the encoding phase (target) and the other was a new word in a new context, a stimulus that the participant never saw before (distracter). Thus, there were 24 such pairs, one for each one of the 24 stimuli presented during the encoding phase. The left/right position of the target and distracter stimuli was randomly determined but in a balanced manner so that the target and the distracter appeared an equal number of times on the left and right sides. The following question was presented at the top of the screen: ‘Which of these two words did you see previously?’ Participants were instructed to select the stimulus they had seen during the encoding phase in a forced-choice paradigm by pressing on the appropriate key (‘1’ for the stimulus on the left or ‘0’ for the stimulus on the right) on the laptop computer keyboard. There was no limit on the time to respond.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the testing procedure of the recognition memory condition, (b) the stable context retrieval condition and (c) unstable context retrieval condition. Note that the size of the screen for the encoding and retrieval phases was exactly the same in the experiment. However, in order to make the words legible in the illustration, the screen is enlarged and the question is removed in the retrieval phase. ISI, interstimulus interval.
In the **stable context retrieval condition**, there were 12 trials, each one consisting of the presentation of four word-in-context stimuli during the encoding phase and of four pairs of testing stimuli during the retrieval phase, for a total of 48 encoding stimuli and 48 pairs of testing stimuli (figure 1b). During the encoding phase of each trial, four word-in-context stimuli were presented one at a time, each one for 3000 ms with an interstimulus interval of 1000 ms. In this condition, participants were instructed to remember the association between each word and the context in which it had appeared. After a delay of 4500 ms, four pairs of testing stimuli were administered, one for each of the four stimuli just presented. The target was one combination of word and context presented during the encoding phase and the distractor was the same target word, but presented on a context associated with another word during the encoding phase. Thus, all four contexts served as distractors for a word in the same trial (figure 1b). Two stimuli were presented below the question (‘On which background was this word presented?’) and participants had to select the target context.

In the **unstable context retrieval condition**, only three words and three contexts were used and the word-in-context stimuli presented during the different trials were the nine possible combinations of these three words and three coloured abstract contexts (figure 1c). In the encoding phase of each trial, each one of the three words was presented once and in one of the three contexts, i.e. three of the nine possible combinations of the three words and three contexts were presented. Each stimulus was presented for 3500 ms with an interstimulus interval of 1000 ms. A delay of 2000 ms was interposed between the encoding phase and the retrieval phase which consisted of the presentation of three pairs of testing stimuli. Each pair consisted of one of the three word-in-context stimuli presented during encoding (target) together with the same target word but on one of the other two contexts (distractor). Recall that in this condition only three words and three coloured abstract contexts were used and the words and contexts were combined randomly but equiprobably across the whole experiment. During the retrieval phase, the following question was presented: ‘The last time you saw this word, on which background was it presented?’ with two stimulus-complexes below the question. Sixteen trials were administered, each trial presenting three word-in-context stimuli during encoding and three testing pairs, for a total of 48 stimulus-complexes for encoding and 48 pairs of stimulus-complexes during memory testing.

The experimenter ensured the participants understood what they had to memorize during the encoding phase (i.e. the word on the particular context background) and on what basis they had to respond during the testing phase (i.e. the targets were the words presented on the correct backgrounds for that particular trial) in the stable and unstable context retrieval conditions.

### 3. Results

A three group (frontal, temporal and healthy controls) by three retrieval conditions (unstable context retrieval, stable context retrieval and recognition memory) repeated measures ANOVA was carried out to examine group differences on memory retrieval performance. Figure 2 shows the mean retrieval performance in per cent correct responses for each group across the three retrieval conditions. The ANOVA yielded a significant interaction between participant group and retrieval condition ($F_{1,126} = 3.15$, $p = 0.02$), with Greenhouse–Geisser correction. Analyses of simple main effects of participant group were carried out within each retrieval condition, followed by Fisher least significant difference tests in order to make specific group comparisons. In the recognition memory condition, the patients with temporal lesions performed significantly worse than healthy controls ($p = 0.03$) and patients with frontal lesions ($p = 0.03$). There was no difference in performance between the frontal group and the normal control subjects ($p = 0.96$) in this condition. It is important to note that only in this recognition memory condition was the delay between the encoding phase and the memory test longer than a few seconds, i.e. approximately 7 min. Thus, the temporal lesions created sensitivity to delay, but the frontal lesions did not. In the stable context retrieval condition, the temporal group was significantly impaired in comparison with the control group ($p = 0.03$), and the frontal group was marginally impaired compared with the control group ($p = 0.06$). In the unstable context retrieval condition, patients with frontal cortical lesions performed significantly worse than control subjects ($p = 0.03$), whereas patients with temporal lesions did not differ from controls ($p = 0.35$).

Note that the performance of the patients with temporal lesions was comparable across the three retrieval conditions and the absence of significant impairment in the temporal group on the unstable retrieval condition may have been due to the lower performance of the control subjects on this condition, thus decreasing the difference between the control and temporal groups, rather than to an absence of impairment per se in the temporal group. However, we must also note that only three stimuli were shown during the presentation phase in the unstable condition and the memory testing took place only 2 s later. Patients with temporal lesions perform well on short-term memory tasks that do not exceed their normal span [1–3]. Even the well-known patient H.M., who had a severe anterograde amnesia after bilateral excision of the limbic region of the medial temporal lobe, had no deficit on short-term memory with very short delays [1].

In the temporal group, the effect of laterality of the lesions was also examined by comparing patients with left- and right-sided temporal lesions within each retrieval condition. Simple main effect of lesion side yielded no significant difference for the stable context retrieval ($F_{1,18} = 0.01$, $p = 0.92$) and the recognition memory ($F_{1,18} = 0.08$, $p = 0.78$) conditions. In the
the unstable context retrieval condition, there was a trend for the patients with right temporal lesions to perform worse than patients with left temporal lesions ($F_{1,18} = 3.24, p = 0.09$).

In the preliminary analysis reported earlier, the patients with lesions anywhere in the frontal cortex were treated as a single group so as to examine overall differences between the effects of frontal and temporal lesions. However, the experiment was designed to test the hypothesis that the VLPFC is critical for the disambiguation of mnemonic traces when the relations between stimuli and their contexts are unstable [20–23]. Patients with lesions to the VLPFC were predicted to be selectively impaired on the unstable context retrieval condition which assesses active controlled retrieval. In addition, we had previously shown that lesions invading the left dorsomedial region of the frontal cortex (DMFC) yield impairment in verbal fluency [32]. One fundamental requirement in verbal fluency tasks is the retrieval from verbal long-term memory of words that meet certain requirements. Thus, the verbal fluency deficit after left DMFC lesions may be reflecting a more general retrieval impairment.

In a second series of analyses, we examined the above predictions within the frontal group. Patients with frontal cortical lesions were divided into the following subgroups: (i) patients with lesions invading only the left VLPFC (left VLPFC; n = 3); (ii) patients with lesions invading only the right VLPFC (right VLPFC; n = 3); (iii) patients with only left DMFC lesions (left DMFC; n = 4); (iv) patients with damage to the frontal cortex that did not include either the VLPFC or the left DMFC (other FC; n = 8). Patients included in the other FC subgroup had lesions that did not invade the mid-VLPFC, i.e. cytoarchitectonic areas 45 and 47/12 as defined by Petrides & Pandya [37]. In addition, these lesions had to spare the dorsomedial frontal cortex (DMFC) that in Chapados & Petrides [32] reduced verbal fluency: the DMFC anterior to the SMA, including the pre-SMA, the circulate motor areas and medial areas 8, 9 and 32. Note that no patient had a lesion to the right dorsomedial frontal region analogous to the one found to be critical for verbal fluency. In addition, two patients with lesions that invaded both the left VLPFC and the left DMFC could not be assigned to either group. Their performance is discussed individually later. The three patients with frontal lesions whose anatomical data were not available were not included in this analysis. The mean scores on each retrieval condition for the four frontal sub-groups and the control group are presented in figure 3.

To test the specific predictions about the individual frontal sub-groups, one-way ANOVAs were conducted to compare the five groups (left VLPFC, right VLPFC, left DMFC, other FC and healthy control) for each one of the three retrieval conditions, followed by Dunnett tests in which each frontal sub-group was compared with the healthy control group. Significant differences were found in the unstable ($F_{4,36} = 3.23, p = 0.02$) and stable ($F_{4,36} = 4.31, p = 0.006$) context retrieval conditions, but not in the recognition memory condition ($F_{4,36} = 1.03, p = 0.41$). Only the right ventrolateral prefrontal group was impaired on the unstable context retrieval condition in comparison with the control subjects ($p = 0.02$, two-tailed). The left VLPFC and the left DMFC groups were not significantly impaired relative to the control group in this condition. By contrast, on the stable context retrieval condition, only patients with left DMFC lesions were impaired in comparison with the healthy control subjects ($p = 0.04$, two-tailed). The performance of patients with frontal lesions sparing both the VLPFC and the left DMFC (other FC) was not significantly different from that of normal subjects on all three memory conditions (figure 3).

Thus, the essential finding was that lesions limited to the right VLPFC impaired performance only on the unstable context retrieval condition, as predicted. The left DMFC lesions clearly impaired performance on the stable context retrieval condition.

Finally, the scores of the two patients whose prefrontal lesions included both the left VLPFC and DMFC were low on the unstable context retrieval condition (68.75 and 72.92). On the stable context retrieval condition, one patient’s performance (81.25) was similar to that of the left DMFC only group, but the other patient (93.75) performed like the normal control group. These double-lesion patients strengthen the argument that the left DMFC and perhaps also the left VLPFC play a role in the contextual retrieval of information.

4. Discussion

In this experiment, patients with frontal and temporal lesions were tested on three memory conditions that required retrieval of items and their contexts. In the control condition, subjects could perform well on the basis of mnemonic recognition of the previously experienced word-in-context stimuli. In both the stable and unstable context retrieval conditions, however, subjects had to retrieve explicitly the context associated with the words. The difference between the latter two conditions was the fact that, in the stable context condition, each word had been seen in only one context (unique and stable relations between items and contexts), while in the unstable context condition the words had been seen in all the contexts across trials (multiple relations of items and contexts). The first major finding of this study was a clear
dissociation between the effect of lesions to the frontal cortex and the temporal lobe on basic recognition memory retrieval. In the recognition memory condition, the patients with temporal lesions performed significantly worse than the healthy controls, but the patients with frontal lesions performed as well as the control subjects. The difficulty in the recognition memory task emanates from the relatively large number of stimuli presented (24 stimuli versus four and three in the two context retrieval conditions) and the relatively long delay between stimulus presentation and memory testing (7 min versus a few seconds in the context retrieval conditions). These results are consistent with the well-established fact that the hippocampus and related structures in the medial temporal lobe are essential for item memory [1–3,38,39]. The normal performance of patients with frontal cortical lesions on the recognition memory condition confirms previous research that patients and monkeys with lesions of the lateral frontal cortex are not impaired on basic recognition memory [40–44].

In sharp contrast to their normal recognition memory with a relatively long list of stimuli (24 stimuli) and long delay (approx. 7 min), patients with lesions that invaded the right ventrolateral prefrontal region were impaired selectively on the unstable context retrieval condition despite the low number of stimuli presented during the encoding phase (three stimuli) and the very short delays between stimulus presentation and memory testing (2 s). Here it is important to note that patients with frontal cortical lesions that spared the ventrolateral prefrontal region and the left dorsomedial verbal fluency retrieval region [32] were not impaired on either of the two context retrieval conditions, emphasizing the regional specificity of frontal cortical impairments. Thus, consistent with the hypothesis tested in the present experiment, the patients who had lesions that included the right VLPFC were impaired on the context memory retrieval task in which stimulus-to-context relations were unstable, but were not impaired when these relations were stable (figure 3).

The lack of impairment in the left ventrolateral prefrontal group may have been due to the fact that the lesion of one patient in this group was not complete since area 47/12 was clearly spared (see Patient F024 in supplementary material, figure S1). Alternatively, there may be a difference between the right and left ventrolateral prefrontal regions that remains to be explored further. For instance, the three words in the unstable context retrieval condition were not entering into variable relations with other words or semantic contexts, but rather with abstract visual backgrounds and this may have been the major source of ambiguity in the unstable context retrieval condition. Thus, the abstract visual contexts may have created a source of ambiguity that was demanding more processing from the right hemisphere as far as context disambiguation was concerned and, of course, the right hemisphere is dominant for the processing of abstract stimulus material [44]. This argument receives some support from the fact that patients with right temporal lesions tended to perform slightly worse than those with left temporal lesions on this condition.

The present results provide the first cause-and-effect confirmation of the essential role of the VLPFC in active retrieval processing necessary to disambiguate items and their context in memory, which had previously received support from neuroimaging studies on normal human subjects [15,20–23] and single neuron recording in monkeys [45]. Petrides [15,16] argued that the ventrolateral prefrontal cortical region (areas 45 and 47/12) may be a critical part of the prefrontal cortex for the active controlled retrieval of information in situations in which items of information exist in memory under multiple associations with one another and, therefore, top-down control processing is necessary to disambiguate the memory traces that are assumed to lie in the posterior association neocortex. It is important to note that the normal performance of the patients with ventrolateral prefrontal lesions on the stable context condition demonstrates that these patients can retrieve the context of a word recently experienced and can easily separate this context from other recently experienced contexts that were associated with other recently experienced words. Thus, the impairment on the unstable context condition stems not from a difficulty in discriminating between recent events (recency impairment), but rather from the need to retrieve the specific context under which a stimulus had been experienced on a particular trial when that stimulus had previously been experienced under multiple contexts.

The experimental design of this study permits a demonstration of the critical role of the right VLPFC in the disambiguation of item-to-context relations in memory when there are no strong unambiguous relations between items and their contexts to enable bottom-up retrieval. The finding that the ventrolateral prefrontal region is critical for selective retrieval under conditions of high selection demands is consistent with functional neuroimaging evidence of the involvement of the left ventrolateral prefrontal region in demanding verbal recall, such as the free recall of words that appeared on particular lists [27] and verbal fluency [28,29]. It is also consistent with demonstrations that the left ventrolateral prefrontal region plays a key role in the control of semantic retrieval [24–26], especially when a given stimulus activates the retrieval of many competing verbal response options.

The design of the present experiment provides some insight into the reason why demanding retrieval may require the ventrolateral prefrontal region. Theoretically, in the unstable context retrieval task, upon the presentation of each word on the test trials, any one of the three competing contexts has an equal chance of being retrieved. Successful retrieval of the required context on a particular trial depends on active disambiguation processing, namely enhancement of the appropriate context and suppression of the other contexts under which the word had also appeared, but on different trials. Single-unit recording in the macaque VLPFC, i.e. cytoarchitectonic areas 45 and 47/12, provided evidence of neuronal activity that can underlie this disambiguation process which is the basis of active controlled retrieval. After an instruction to retrieve a specific aspect of a recently memorized complex stimulus (e.g. to retrieve its colour, but not its shape), a class of neurons in the VLPFC responds selectively to the isolation of the instructed aspect of the memorized stimulus (see [45] for details). Thus, there is evidence of neuronal processing isolating particular aspects of memorized experiences.

Unlike the patients with right ventrolateral prefrontal lesions, the patients with left dorsomedial frontal lesions were clearly impaired on the stable context retrieval condition, and to a lesser extent, on the unstable context retrieval condition. This group had similar performance on both the stable and unstable context retrieval conditions, suggesting a difficulty in retrieving the item-to-context relations, regardless of their stability.
A plausible explanation for the finding that the left DMFC is involved in context retrieval comes from the idea that the dorsomedial prefrontal region plays a role in sustained attention, cognitive effort and ‘energization’ [46]. Energization refers to the process of sustaining a response after initiation. According to this view, the dorsomedial prefrontal region is recruited when a task requires maintaining a specific response over time, or producing new responses that are not over-learned. Energization is considered to be domain-general and could, therefore, also be recruited for memory retrieval tasks. In this sense, context retrieval is less automatic and requires more cognitive effort than basic recognition of an episode or an item, because a given context must not only be recognized, but also associated with the correct item and dissociated from incorrect items. Energization could thus be needed in order to sustain sufficient activation to complete this type of task. If the contextual information needs to be disambiguated because of unstable context-to-item relationships, the VLPFC would then be additionally recruited. These two regions would play two distinct executive roles at two different levels in context retrieval.

An alternative interpretation may be that the left dorsomedial prefrontal region plays a role in context retrieval in a more direct manner. Poor performance following lesions in this region on both context retrieval conditions could be driven by the basic requirement to retrieve the context within which particular words were embedded. Thus, the present findings could provide evidence, for the first time, that this region which had previously been linked with verbal fluency [30–32] is also involved in verbal item-to-context memory retrieval. This is consistent with the idea that the phonological verbal fluency task examines the capacity to retrieve from memory items that satisfy specific criteria, such as words beginning with a certain letter, to select the appropriate words and to differentiate them from words that do not meet the criteria.

The critical region for verbal fluency found by Chapados & Petrides [32] in the DMFC included the supplementary speech zone, the cingulate motor region, the paracingulate cortex and the medial prefrontal areas 8 and 9. This dorsomedial frontal region, which is linked with the hippocampal/parahippocampal region [47], may play a central role in episodic memory retrieval. Temporal lesions impair basic memory (i.e. both item recognition and retrieval of context), reflecting the necessary role of the hippocampus and parahippocampal cortex in forming new memories, such as binding an item with its context [2–4,48,49]. By contrast, the impairment after left dorsomedial frontal lesions appears in the context of normal recognition memory as shown by the present findings. Thus, the limbic medial temporal structures are necessary to encode and maintain strong memory representations of the words and their contexts, while the left dorsomedial frontal region contributes to the retrieval of words in their context. For both the temporal and the left dorsomedial frontal lesions, ambiguity of stimulus-to-context relations and the need to disambiguate these relations during memory retrieval was not a critical factor influencing performance. This effect of ambiguity was clearly observed only in patients with right ventrolateral prefrontal lesions. We know that anatomically the VLPCF is linked with the dorsomedial prefrontal region in both the monkey [37] and the human brain [50], although the meaning of these connections had remained unclear until now. This dorsomedial frontal region was also co-activated with the ventrolateral prefrontal region in the functional neuroimaging studies of controlled active memory retrieval (e.g. [22], see fig. 2b and table 1; [23], see fig. 2b,c and table 1). Thus, the present results suggest that the left dorsomedial frontal region is involved in context memory retrieval and its bi-directional link with the ventrolateral prefrontal region permits engagement of the latter region when the traces in memory are embedded in multiple contexts and, therefore, the relations among stimuli become ambiguous. Based on the present results, one could hypothesize the existence of a circuit comprising the hippocampus and adjacent medial temporal cortex, the DMFC and the VLPFC, each playing distinct roles in stimuli–context retrieval in episodic memory.

Data accessibility. The performance data of individual patients with frontal cortical lesions are provided next to their anatomical data in electronic supplementary material, figures S1 and S2. For those frontal patients for whom no reconstruction of their lesions was available, the scores are provided in the legend of the electronic supplementary material, figures S1 and S2. The performance of the different participant groups is presented in electronic supplementary material, tables S3 and S4.
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